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Thef aorable. Abraham Ribicoff, Chaimn
Subcommittee on_ Nuclear Regulation ,

Comittee on Environment and Public Works
' United States Senate-
' Washington, D.-C. 20510- ;

i

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Pursuant to SectionL236 of the Leg'islative Reorganization Act:
'
y

of 1970, the Nuclear' Regulatory Commission (NRC) hereby submits '
a statement on the actionstthat have, are being, or will be taken
with regard 'to the recomendations made by the. Comptroller General
of.the United States in a report entitled, "Before Licensing
Floating Nuclear Power Plants, Many Answers Are Needed..",

i
The responses to these recomendations, which: are enclosed, were
prepared by the NRC staff with no prior review or comment by the .

Commissioners. This approach to satisfying the requirements of
the above-referenced statute was deemed appropriate.under the
unusual circumstances present in this matter. Many of the points
raised in the GA0. report required an NRC response which involved

'

a. discussion of issues that are presently being-litigated in a
contested on-the-record public. hearing on the application:of the .

Offshore Power Systems for an NRC. manufacturing license for. float- |

ing nuclear power plants. Because the rulings and' decisions.on
those issues by the presiding' Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
will very likely come.before the Comissioners for review in
connection with their adjudicatory responsibilities. it would not
be appropriate for the Comission to coment on' these issues at ' |
this time.

Sincerely,
;..

yst,:=1) m 7, & xtr. ,

Lee V. Gossick
. Executive Director for Operations i

Enclosures:-
1. NRC General Views on the GA0 Report

>

.2. NRC Responses _ to the GA0 Recommendations
3. Ltr. fm USCG dated 10/13/78 '

'4. Ltr. fm Baker to Canfield
5. NUREG-0054..(Suppl.'2),0056,0127,0440,

0058,-0436, 0394
6. 39FR2124

.cc: Sen. Charles - A. .- Percy.
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Enclosure 1
'

- -

NRC STAFF GENERAL VIEWS ON THE GA0 REPORT

It is the staff's considered judgement that this GA0 Report will mislead
its readers since it does not provide an objective overview of NRC
licensing policies related to the floating nuclear power plant (FNP)

.

application.

The Report includes several generalized criticisms with regard to NRC
~

review practices associated with FNPs. We wish to comment on two of
these findings which we believe were in themselves developed in a
subjective fashion and as a result tend to leave the reader with a
misleading overall view of the licensing process for the FNP concept.
First, the GA0 Report finds that several management decisions of the NRC
have complicated the licensing review of the FNP application and have
contributed to a 3-year delay in the licensing process. Secondly, the
GA0 Report finds that the Gene'ric Environmental Statement prepared for
FNPs provided little assurance about the feasibility of the FNP concept
and that the Generic Environmental Statement added little to the licensing
process.

With. regard to the first GA0 finding, NRC management decisions during
the course of the staff review of this application were made to satisfy
the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA)
as well as our mandate under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.
The staff has long recognized that due to the uniqueness of the FNP
concept, the safety and environmental reviews of this application would
be of longer duration than that of a typical land-based plant.

The staff found that the complexity of the review dictated the sequential
issuance of the various environmental statements prepared for this appli-
cation. Additionally, it allowed for the initiation of the hearings
related to this case at an early point during the licensing process. As
discussed in the GA0 report, an environmental impact statement was first
prepared by NRC relative to the manufacture of the eight FNPs and, having
concluded that the FNPs could be manufactured with acceptable impacts,
the staff developed the Generic Environmental Statement which addressed
principally the issue of whether the eight FNPs could be sited at proposed
generalized sites.

The Generic Environmental Impact Statement for this application differs
markedly from the environmental evaluations prepared by the staff for
land-based power plants at specific sites, since it considers the totality
of inpacts associated with the generalized siting and operation of
eight nuclear power plants. The staff believed that the Generic
Statement adequately addressed the environmental considerations of all
generalized FNP siting options, including riverine and estuarine siting
but, at the insistence of the Council on Environmental Quality, decided
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to ' augment its analysis s estuarine siting by issuing an Addendum "

to the Generic Statement. Further, the' Generic Statement is precedent- !

setting in that it provides a rather extensive. evaluation of the core-
melt risk for the FNP.

,

With respect.to the core-melt. risk at FNPs, the staff has been studying
the consequences of-such an accident since 1973 prior to the-formal ;

acceptance.of this application'by NRC. The Liquid Pathway Generic Study
Report (LPGS) which was published in final form in early 1978 was an- 1
extension of earlier staff efforts to fully assess the differences. '

in risk between an FNP and a land-based plant regarding accidental. >

radioactive releases to.a water environment. The LPGS was not an environ-
mental statement, but was used by the staff as a: principal reference in- .

the development of Part III of the Generic Statement.for FNPs. It
!should be emphasized that the NRC recognized the need for and, in fact,

initiated the analyses related to a postulated core-melt at an FNP ;

very early in the review process for this application.,

,

'
Relative' to the safety review of this application, the NRC management

'initiated a Memorandum of Understanding Between the NRC and the U. S.
Coast Guard so as to provide an additional vital review function of 4

various related FNP design aspects regarding the seaworthiness of the
FNP which is not common to the review of typical land-based plants.

A unique ~ design, as is the FNP, will always involve ~ additional review-

effort which may not be representative of schedules routinely associated
w h established technology. . As a result of these factors, we agree -

the NRC licensing review of the FNP has been delayed approximately'

ears relative to a standardized schedule'for a typical land-based,, c ,

. ant; however, we find that the GA0 discussion of the NRC schedule for'
'

t.e FNP licensing action fails.to make the reader aware of the importance
of the various activities which resulted in the. delay, the potential

iconsequences of the delay to the public' interest,~and'the loss'had-
these activities not been conducted.

As to the second GAO finding, it is our understanding that the GA0
believes, based upon its discussions with other agencies, that the Generic
Environmental Statement added little to the licensing process because it
did not address the cumulative impacts of many (about 40) floating
plants operating simultaneously and did not include an analysis of ,

specific FNP sites. This finding reflects a lack of understanding of-
the intent of the' Generic Statement ~which is: given an application to
manufacture eight such plants, the staff must demonstrate that there is
reasonable assurance that the eight FNPs could be sited with acceptable
environmental impact at generalized locations. It is not as-GA0 implies
meant to be a definitive statement on the siting or operation of all
. future FNPs. The staff will conduct further analyses of additional FNPs
should the applicant apply to manufacture such additional plants in the
future.
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The staff believes that a more comprehensive statement which addresses
specific sites as well as the impacts of a large number of operational
FNP's would be a programmatic statement and would go beyond the require-
ments of this application to manufacture only eight FNPs. Furthermore,
the question of generic effects resulting from the deployment of large
numbers of FNPs has already been prepared by the
Council on Environmental Quality.giscussed in a report

We firmly believe that the Generic Environmental Statement, together with
supplemental information developed during associated Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board hearings regarding this application, provides assurance
that eight FNPs could be sited with acceptable environmental impacts
along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.

I 0ffshore Nuclear Powerplants - A CEQ/ Interagency Task Force Study,
February 1976

l
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NRC STAFF RESPONSES TO THE GAO RECOMMENDATIONS j
|

Although many of the NRC coments listed below have previously appeared
in correspondence to the GAO, we recognize the interest and concern of I

Congress and therefore in preparing these responses we have made every 1
|attempt to elaborate upon our prior comments to the GA0.

The GA0 recomended that the NRC, before concluding its review of the
manufacturing license for eight FNPs, should implement the following
three recomendations: ;

GA0 Recomendation No.1 (p. E9)

--establish an acceptable level of risk for a core-melt accident
on a floating nuclear plant;

'
NRC Response

The NRC is in agreement in principle with this recomendation
as evidenced by actions initiated in 1975 to study the problem.
The NRC has not established a quantitative criterion for
accident risks as suggested by the GAO. The NRC reactor licensing
criteria are in the main deterministic in nature and compliance
with the NRC regulations does constitute a measure of what is
considered acceptable.

As noted in the Final Liquid Pathway Generic Study Report and
the Revised Draft Environmental Statement, Part III, NUREG-0440
and NUREG-0127, respectively, some quantitative risk analyses
have been performed. These analyses have shown that there
are differences in the magnitude of risks between the FNP
design and land-based nuclear power plants and that the risks
of core-melt accident are low for both the FNP and land-based
power plants. The risks of core-melt events at an ocean-sited
FNP fall within the upper portion of the acceptable range
of risks for existing land-based plants and the risks of
core-melt accidents at estuarine sited FNPs are greater than
those for the ocean-sited FNP. The potential for severe
environmental impacts due to a large prompt release of radio-
active material from an FNP into the hydrosphere was the con-
trolling factor which led to the placement of the FNP at the
outer range of the spectrum of risks for existing land-based
plants (See p. xii and p. 4-3 of NUREG-0127). The staff believes
the level of risks for core-melt accidents at existing land-based
plants is acceptable and that future land-based reactor designs~

may provide lower risk levels. Implicit in the analyses
presented in NUREG-0127 is the view that the risks associated
with the FNP should be made comparable with current and/or
future land-based designs. The NRC has recommended that certain

. ._ - . - . __- .- _____-___ _
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changes be incorporated into the FNP design to ensure that
the risk afforded by such plants-remains comparable with risks -;
associated with-current and future land-based nuclear power 1

,

plant designs. Thus with these studies, it is the staff's view
that a level of acceptable risk for a core-melt accident
at an FNP has been defined. -

,

GAO Recommendation No. 2 (p.29)

--identify those changes which must be made to the design
of the floating nuclear plant to achieve that level of ,

risk: .

i
.

NRC Response

The staff agrees with this recommendation and believes that 'the
design and interface changes recommended by the staff in < >
Generic Statement (NUREG-0127) serve to implement it.

The FNP contains design features that are largely identical
to a land-based nuclear power plant. As noted in NUREG-0127,
certain FNP design and interface changes have already been
recommended by the staff (See p. xiv of NUREG-0127) to assure
that the FNP meets present NRC safety related criteria
and, as well, provides an adequate level of protection for
the environment. Specifically, the staff believes that the*

concrete pad beneath the reactor vessel should be replaced with
a material that- provides increased resistance to a core-melt
and that FNPs sited in estuaries and rivers should be enclosed
in a ' structure to limit the introduction of radioactive material'
into the surrounding water body in the event of a core-melt
accident. Further, the Final Generic Statement will set forth
additional criteria regarding the delay period before a melt-
through could occur at an FNP.

It is our opinion .that there is reasonable assurance that these
design conditions can .be implemented and will provide a level
cf core-melt risk for the FNP at all proposed siting environments
that is equivalent to that of land-based nuclear power plants.

.

I GAO Recommendation No. 3 (c. 29)

--require that weight parameters be developed for the
safe operation of the floating plant and insure that
these parameters are met.

IRC P.asoonse

For the reasons 61scussed below the NRC does not plan to
impose a requirement for the development of weight parameters.
However, the matter of FNP weight will be discussed in a
forthcoming Supplement to'the Safety Evaluation Report for FNPs.

L
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The staff has considered weight in perspective with the many
other safety and environmental considerations and has found
that no additional safety concerns would be satisfied by
considering weight, and that the weight of the FNP is
implicity considered in the-"no grounding" parameter. "No
grounding" is one of several site envelope parameters that
the FNP design must satisfy. As noted in Table 1.2 of
Supplement No 2 to the Safety Evaluation Report, NUREG-0054,
the " Plant must not ground under the influence of environmental
loads." It should be emphasized that implicit in the NRC."no
grounding" criterion is consideration of weight and loading
effects. For each specific site, this requirement dictates a
minimum low water depth to insure that the FNP does not ground
during normal and extreme environmental conditions. The effect
of weight on seaworthiness during tow will be reviewed by the
Coast Guard as part of its permit review process for the FNP.
Further, the spent fuel pool located on the FNP and *eferred to
in the GA0 Report has undergone a redesign to expanc its capacity'

and the additional weight associated with this change has been
considered in the "no grounding" criterion.

Since the inception of the FNP safety review, the applicant has
included site envelope limitations based on the requirement that
the plant not contact the basin floor as the result of plant
motions produced by severe environmental conditions. The specific

quirement No. (2), Table 1-2 (page 2) plant-site interface re-
site envelope limits are found under

of SER Supplement No. 2.
Equations defining the minimum acceptable basin water depth
(at the reference, MLW, conditions) are given for four different
combinations of environmental events, and each equation must
be satisfied at an FNP site. When these four equations are
satisfied, clearance will exist between the bottom of the
platform and the basin floor, i.e.', there is no contact.
Clearance to the basin floor depends on (1) still water depth,
(2) plant draft and (3) plant motion.

Plant draft is not a limiting parameter in itself with respect
to the requirement that contact with the basin floor be avoided.
Rather it is the combination of several parameters which is limiting.
Note that for any given water density (salt vs. fresh water),
plant weight and plant draft are uniquely related and that plant
weight is therefore an input to the site envelope relationships
establishing minimum acceptable basin water depth.

Plant weight will, like many other FNP parameters, be essentially
fixed and relatively inflexible at the time of specific site licensing.
This is precisely the reason for a site envelope, i.e., to state
what range of site parameters is compatible with the as-designed

,
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FNP. While FNP characteristics (in this case weight) may indeed
be " inflexible", basin water depth is not inflexible. The plant
owner can, and will, alter the elevation of the basin floor as
necessary to provide an acceptable minimum water depth.

Quite apart from plant safety, plant weight is an important
commercial consideration related to FNP manufacture and delivery.
The FNP manufacturing facility is 12 miles upstream from the mouth
of the St. John's River at Jacksonville, Flortda. The depth of
the river channel between the manufacturing facility and the
ocean limits the draft of vessels traversing the channel to a
maximum of about 36 feet. The applicant, Offsh' ore Power Systems,
(CPS) has therefore established a design limit of 34 feet on
plant draft (with an asso:iated weight limit of 160,000 tons).

As the FNP design pregressed, the weight and associated draft
of the FNP were found in 1975 to be approaching the towing
draft limit for the St. John's River. This led to a compre-
hensive review of the plant design by OPS resulting in signi-
ficant design alterations to reduce weight. This is the
weight " problem" referred to in the first paragraph of page 19
of the GA0 report. The important safety issue alleged by the
former OPS employee was in fact a non-issue because, regardless
of plant draft (weight),the site envelope (and hence plant safety
requirements) would have to be satisfied by an owner's site. The
allegation that OPS management was (in 1976) " completely in the
dark" concerning plant weight appears incorrect in light of our
finding that in 1975 OPS management possessed sufficient
awareness to institute a weight reduction program. As a
further note, it is not uncommon in ship design to periodically
discover undesirable weight buildup and to react in essentially.
the same manner as the applicant did.

On page 19 of the report, GA0 notes a U. S. Coast Guard (USCG)
interest in plant weight. The FNP is a " vessel" under USCG,

| regulations and is therefore subject to USCG regulation.
i Division of regulatory responsibilities between USCG and USNRC
| 1s delineated in a Memorandum of Understanding published

|
January 17, 1974 (39FR2124). The Memorandum of Understanding
states in part respecting plant weight (draft):

"All barges admeasuring to greater than 150 gross
. tons are required to obtain a load line certificate
! issued by the American Bureau of Shipping for the

U.S.C.G. under 46 U.S.C., 88 et. seq., prior to
proceeding from a port or place in the United States

!
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to another port or place in the United States; inc1uding,.

but not limited to, proceeding from.a fabrication site.
ashore to an offshore site within the territory of the
United States where they will be permanently situated."

Loadline regulations basically set the. maximum draft limits'

for a vessel. The purpose of establishing a loadline is to
assure vessel stability and the ability of the. hull structure
to resist applied locds. Pursuant to USCG regulations and
the. Memorandum of Understanding,' Offshore Power Systems'has
contracted with the American Bureau of Shioping to class the
FNP and assign a loadline to the FNP to that agency's highest
classification for Nuclear Power Barges, i.e., Class A-1. Barge.

Inconclusion,plantweight(orequivalently,plantdraft)is
inartant for the following reasons having safety significance:

1. Potential grounding under severe environmental conditions.

2. Vessel stability and hull loadings,
t

We have adequately considered Item (1) in the site envelope wherein
the owner's site is required to satisfy conditions imposed by the
existing design of the FNP. Item (2) is. satisfied by USCG approval-
of the loadline assigned by the American Bureau of Shipping.

Plant weight is important commercially in that the channel from
the OPS manufacturing facility to the open ocean will accommodate a
maximum draft of approximately 36 feet. It was for this' reason
and in response to this problem that OPS undertook a weight re-
duction program in 1975.

Further, we have asked the USCG to review this specific GA0
recommendation, and have enclosed for your information their letter
to the NRC which comments on the question of the weight monitoring
program for FNPs. (See Enclosure 3.)

Both we and the USCG have exercised adequate concern over FNP weight
to assure plant safety. Beyond the weight limit which will be
established by the' assigned loadline, we conclude that there is
no' increase in safety to be gained by additional limitations on
or study of, plant weight.

.
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The GA0 has also concluded that before completing its review of the
operating license for two FNPs off the coast of New Jersey, the NRC should )
implement the five following recommendations: :

GA0 Recommendation No. 4 (p. 30)

--identify specific methods for handling the loading and offloading of I

radioactive material and the recovery of such material in case of an
accident;

NRC Response

The NRC staff is in agreement with this recommendation. As previously
. stated to the GAO, the NRC favors the development of specific handling -

methods and arocedures for the loading and offloading of spent fuel
casks e.nd otler radioactive materials from FNPs. Such procedures
will be subject to the review and approval of the NRC prior to issuance
of any operating license for a plant off the New Jersey coast or for
that matter at any approved FNP site. At present, the utility / owner
of an FNP would have to conform to regulations established by the NRC
(10 CFR Part'71), the Department of Transportation - U.S. Coast Guard
(49 CFR Parts 170-189 and 46 CFR Part 146) and affected states regard-
ing the packaging and shipping of nuclear materials. This will
insure that adequate consideration is given to the protection of the
health and safety of the public as well as to the minimization of
potential environmental impacts due to the transfer of such materials.

Additionally, it should be noted that Sections 6.13 and 12.6.9 of the
Generic Environmental Statement (FES-Part II, NUREG-0056) related to
the OPS application and Section 5.6 of the Draft Environmental
Statement (NUREG-0058) related to the Atlantic Generating Station
(AGS) application describe in some detail the activities associated
with the transportation of nuclear materials to and from FNPs.

We wish, however, to clarify the NRC position with regard to the GA0
finding related to accidents involving spent fuel casks and the
transport of radioactive materials given respectively on page 21 and
on pages 28-29 of the report.

The NRC believes that the potential environmental consequences of a
sunken spent fuel cask would be minimal. However, recovery of a
sunken cask may not be a routine matter. Recovery of a cask would be ,

both expensive and difficult but could probably ba accomplished with
the use of salvage procedures normally used in recovery operations
for materials from ocean waters. It should be noted that the retrieval
of a spent fuel cask should be considered in terms of the potential
environmental consequences as well as the specifics of the particular
site.

- ,. . - .. -.
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As to the GA0 conclusion regarding the shipment of nuclear fuel and
associated wastes, transportation and handling of nuclear fuel and
radioactive waste has been conducted without adverse environmental
impact for many years. Packaging for these materials has been
developed and authorized so that they may be introduced into the
transportation system with minimal regard for their radioactivities.
The main feature of spent fuel packaging which requires special
consideration in transportation is its weight. Heavy cargoes have
been transported at sea for centuries. Recovery of sunken heavy
objects at sea has been accomplished many times. In sum, procedures
for transportation and recovery are available.

GA0 Recommendation No. 5 (p.-30)

--require specific procedures be developed for mitigating the consequences
of a core-melt accident;

NRC Response

The NRC staff is in basic agreement with this recommendation. We

believe that plans and procedures for coping with this type of incident
should be developed and that NRC should assume the lead responsibility
in assuring that such plans and procedures are adequately developed.
It should be noted that other mitigation procedures that might be
utilized in the event of a core-melt accident are discussed in the t

Draft Generic Environmental Statement, Part III (NUREG-0127). Further,
it is our plan to specify in the Final Generic Statement specific
criteria related to mitigation techniques. These general procedures
together with procedures germane to a specific FNP site such as that
proposed for the New Jersey coast will be considered in staff analyses
prior to the issuance of an operating license fcr any FNP.

GA0 Recommendation No. 6 (p. 30)

--require that a specific decommissioning plan be prepared for the floating
plant and the breakwater, including a funding mechanism to assure that
the facility owner pays the cost of decommissioning;

NRC Response

The NRC staff agrees in principle with the recommendation and is
| taking a number of steps to develop its policy on decommissioning but
,

| does not believe a specific decommissioning plan for the FNP and its
; associated structures should be required at this time.

The staff certainly agrees that plans for decommissioning must be<

included in the decision-making process at the time of the review forl

j the initial operating license for all nuclear facilities. However,

,
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the imposition of specific financial plans and/or technical plans at
the time of licensing may not be warranted. It is the present NRC
policy to decermine during the licensing process that there are
feasible and acceptable methods for decommissioning nuclear power-
plants'(land-based or floating) rather than to require, before
licensing, the specification of a particular plan. As NRC under-
standing increases, and as the technology is.further developed, NRC
will be in a better position to determine how best to make specific
plans for final disposition of the facility. This allows for changes
in regulations and improvements in technology as well as consideration
of future alternative uses of the power plant site in 30 or 40 years
between licensing and decommissioning.

The decommissioning of nuclear reactor facilities have been relatively
well developed and is, routinely considered in the licensing process.
Since 1960, over 50 reactor facilities have been successfully decom-
missioned, incluaing five licensed power reactors. NRC does believe,
however, that an orderly effort to further refine its approach to and
definition of decommissioning of reactors.and fuel cycle facilities
is appropriate. The NRC requires all reactor licensees to pre:ent
various decommissioning plans prior to the issuance of an operating
license for a commercial power reactor or test reactor. These
decommissioning plans may include mothballing, entombment, dismantle-
ment or a combination of these modes, all of which have been used in
decommissioning in past. Mothballing or entombment permits termination
of the license to operate the reactor. A materials license is issued
for possession of the residual radioactive material in the reactor
components. Either procedu e permits greatly reduced surveillance
requirements for protection of the public health and safety.

During the licensirg process, NRC examines the costs and environmental
impacts of the various decommissioning plans. In each case NRC must
be satisfied that feasible decommissioning alternatives do exist and
that the applicant possesses or has the capability of obtaining the
necessary funds. One of the alternatives examined routinely is
complete dismantlement. Requiring a specific plan for decommissioning
at the time of licensing may foreclose other more desirable methods
which may be developed in the future. In summary, NRC's current
practice of assuring that various alternatives have been considared
provides for the necessary assurance that economically viable
alternatives will be available when needed.

It should be-noted that Sections 9.5 and 12.4 of the Generic Environ-
mental Statement (FES-Part II, NUREG-0056) and Section 10.2.3 of the
AGS Draft Environmental State e nt (NUREG-0058) discuss various alterna-
tive decommissioning techniques for both the FNP itself, the breakwater '

and associated transmissien 'ines and shore facilities. Relative to
the decommissioning of the breakwater for a floating reactor, the
reactions of State governments to the need for Federal regulation

, . .- - . - . . -- . - . . - . . .
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thereof may.be similar to th'at concerning the cooling tower at a
land-based reactor. At-three regional State Workshops on decommis-
sioning held in September 1978,-the States generally' agreed that. _ |;
Federal ag(ncies should not~ involve themeleve., with the requirement. :l
for decommissioning nonradioactive structures such as cooling. towers i

since-that was an; area.for State prerogative..
'

|,

# -NRC has developed a detailed plan, NUREG-0436, " Plan for Reevaluation<

of NRC Policy on Decommissioning'of Nuclear Facilities," March 1978.-

This plan was approved by the Commissioners and is currently being-
implemented., The plan includes the development'of a comprehensive
information base on the technology,Jsafety:and costs of decommissioning
LWRs to guide the policy reevaluation. ' A-very detailed report on a
land-based PWR was issued.in: June 1978,.NUREG/CR-0130. 'A similar-
report on BWRs _is scheduled for_ March 1979. iWhile these' reports'will
provide valuable information on the decommissioning of.LWRs, some of :

.

, the specific. characteristics of. floating plants .are not discussed. A. t

specific study on the decommissioning of floating'LWRs is planned to
be initiated in October 1980 and completed in March 1982. '~

|

t

GAO Recommendation No. 7.(p. 30)

--reanalyze the effect on' tourism.
,

NRC Response-

The NRC staff does not plan to implement this recommendation because 4

the GAO criticism of the NRC tourism analysis related-to FNPs is .
directed only'at the study conducted by Dr. E. J. Baker and his team

''of researchers from Florida State University. This stady, entitled
'" Impact of Ofi hore N wlear Generating Stations o:. Recreational -

Behavior at Ac cent Coastal Sites" (NUREG-0394), was a major element'e
used by the staff in preparation of testimony befo're_the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board in July 1978 regarding a contention that

'FNPs located near a tourist area could cause economic injury to the
arest. GAO believes that the survey instrument developed by Baker

|
(NUREG-0394) was biased and should not be utilized as a basis for any
decisionmaking. With respect to-the question of bias, we'believe the
study conducted by Dr. Baker to be objective and free from bias, in
that the questionnaire for the study was designed so that the direct
question on avoidance was asked immediately after the initial questions

|
concerning demographic characteristics and beachgoing behavior and
prior to any questions concerning attitudes about nuclear power.i

Therefore, the latter questions could not- in"uence the initial
i

avoidance response. The assumptionLof initial overestimate is not-
associated with'the sequencing of. questions but rather is based on
well documented;research (see pp. 1?2-134 of NUREG-0394). The

*

L
adjustments made to the initial estimates of intended avoidance and

|. the rationale for modifying verbal responses when predicting actual
| behavior are described on pp. 95-97 of NUREG-0394.

,
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In addition, at the ASLB hearings regarding the tourism contention at
FNPs, the question of upward bias in the questionnaire design was
pursued in some detail in cross examination of Drs. Baker and West.

Dr. Baker wrote to tne GAO on August 30, 1978 providing his personalr

retort to the GA3 criticism of his study. Dr. Baker's letter is i

included as Enclosure 4 for your review. |

Although the GAO report acknowledges that the Baker study is one of
several components of the NRC analysis dealing with the effects of.
FNPs on the tourist economy, no GA0 critique was offered on the other
staff components. The analysis conducted by the NRC is fi, agreement
with Dr. Baker in that the staff concludes that the siting of an FNP
would result in a relatively small level of tourist avoidance.

GAO Recommendation No. 8 (p. 30)

--further the GAO recommends "that if the licensing review starts again,
the Chairman should determine as early as possible if the State of
New Jersey is willing to. provide a grant for siting of two floating power
plants off that State's coast. This may involve establishing a milestone
date in the licensing review process by which time the applicant should
have obtained the necessary grant. Otherwise, the Chairman should once
again suspend the licensing review."

NRC Response

The NRC staff is in agreement with this recommendation.

The staff policy regarding the revie? of applications for nuclear
power plants prior to acquisition of the associated site is;unless
other events render a Commission proceeding moot, the Commission's
review process will not be stayed based on what might or might not
happen at some future date. However, the application for a riparian
grant was filed in June 1972 by Public Service Electric and Gas
Company (PSEG) to site two FNPs off the New Jersey coast and is still
pending before the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
and, furthermore, PSEG has delayed the delivery of the FNPs by three
years. Thus, the staff has decided to reinstitute its review of this
project only after receipt of assurances from the State of New Jersey
regarding the granting of riparian rights to PSEG.

i
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

{EI
- M AlWNC, ADDRESS:

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD g^,5;f*|^,ao (g-pfT-4/82) >

' PHONE:(202) 426-2197

.

13 OCT 1978
.U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ;

'

Attn: Mr. Domenic B. Vassallo
,

Assistant Director for. Light

Water Reactors
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:
.

The Coast Guard has reviewed GAO Report DID-78-36 "Before Licensing Floating*

Nuclear Power Plants, Many Answers are Needed" at the request of the 4

Commission. The following comments resulting from this review are being
forwarded to you. In accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding between
the United States Coast Guard and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on
Tioating Nuclear Power Plants we do not intend to respond directly to the
Government Accounting Office (GAO) concerning this report.

The Coast Guard takes issue with the statement on page 18 that thet ,

" weight" of the floating nuclear plant represents a problem, and with the >

discussions concerning this item which are presented on pages 18 - 20 and ;

28. We also disagree with the recommendation on page 29 that the Nucleer
Regulatory Commission or any agency should " require that weight parameters
be developed for the safe operation of the floating plant and insure that
these parameters are met".

When the Coast Guard was contacted by 'GAO during the research phase of this l

report, the concern expressed for-plant weight, with. regard to safety, was .j
brought up by GAO and discussed at some length. We indicated to the investi- i

gator that plant weight is not viewed ss a safety problem but rather as a
design reitted parameter. The plant will be designed and built to accomodate
its own seight and the weight of the systems and all materials on it. The~

established rules of the American Bureau of Shipping, U.S. Coast Gurd ,

regulations and the International Loadline requirements will be used as .a 1

basis for the design, review, classification, construction and certification
of the vessel. The standards expressed by the aforementioned rules and
regulations will not be lowered to accommodate this plant. The Coast Guard
has studied the preliminary design and has found the structure to be
appropriate for this type of vessel and service. We further indicated to .

I

the investigator that the Coast Guard will conduct an independent finite
element analysis of the structure in addition to the one conducted by j

Offshore Power Systems, to assure that the structure is adequate for the
.

loadings determined by the final design. ;

*

=\
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It is important'to place plant " weight" or more properly, displacement in
its proper prospective. There is no absolute." weight" which cannot be
exceeded. ~The consequence of exceeding the expected design " weight" is the
necessity to re-evaluate and re-size the structural members to accommodate
the higher " weight". .It is common to allow a margin of 5 to 10% of the total
weight of a vessel for future add ons. It is therefore understandable that the ,

engineers at OPS would follow common practice and be very cautious of added
weights which would use.up this margin or require a re-evaluation of the
structure,

,

It was pointed out that weight estimates in the shipbuilding industry are
quite accurate by the final design stage. It is not unusual that the
supertankers being built today (which are much larger than thic barge) will
float at their predicted design water line when launched and put into
service. Thus with modern techniques available and the economic incentive-
of this project, it is unlikely that OPS is " completely in the dark" about 3

plant weight.

Following construction, the Coast Guard will determine that the plant will
meet.its design requirements. Based on the design, stability calculations,
and on an inclining experiment, the plant will,be issued a Load 11ne
Certificate indicating the maximum draft at which the plant may be towed
and operated. Both the design of the plant and the Loadline issued w111-
be based on unrestricted ocean service and will therefore be conservative
for the sheltered breakwater environment and the planned fair weather
towing conditions.

!

'

A deviation from the design displacement is immediately apparent in
observing the plant draft. The loadline requirement will be in effect f

throughout the life of the plant and any weights added in the future must |

not result in the plant draft exceeding the assigned loadline. |

Based on the preceeding brief arguments, the Coast Guard sees the development
of " weight parameters" as meaningless. The concern for grounding is
a function of the waterdepth at the site with regard to the draft. This
aspect is adequately identified and accounted for by the Nuclear i

Regulatory Commission "no grounding" criteria. |

With regard to the statement on page 19 that "it is important to control
plant weight .... therefore the Coast Guard plans to inspect the floating-

' plant and barge before it departs ...", the Coast Guard inspects all certifi-;

cated vessels including passenger vessels, tankers, tugs and towboats,
drilling rigs and other commercial vessels as well as manned and unmanned
oceangoing barges. The inspection of the floating nuclear power plant is
based on statutory requirement and is not due to a weight consideration, as,

"

implied by the report. Inspection starts with the approval of construction |

drawings, specifications, and stability calculations; and continues with i
| physical inspection during construction, witnessing of the inclining experiment, |

and periodic inspectiens throughout its life. In this regard, the floating

|
nuclear power plant is not unique. These inspections are necessary for the|

!
initial and continued certification of any vessel. |

,

/e
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Recommendation one on page 30 is to " Identify specific methods for handling
the loading and offloading of radioactive material and the recovery of such
material in case of an accident." The discussion on page 21 makes it apparent
that the sinking of the fuel cask transport barge or the falling overboard
of a fuelcask from the transport barge should be investigated with regard
to fuel recovery. This subject seems inappropriate for a report concerning
the licensing of the plant as it is involved with neither plant safety or
plant operation. We agree that loading of a spent fuel cask onto a transport
vessel is a legitimate concern, however, transportation of properly packaged
and stored spent nuclear fuel elements by barge is controlled and regulated :

!by separately established statutes and has routinely taken place in the past
and will probably continue to take place in the future. Requiring
analysis during the licensing procedure of events which are unrelar-4 to
safety is uncalled for and will result in further unwarranted delaye.

These comments summarize those problem areas in the report identified by
us as items of Coast Guard congnizance or interest. The comments have i

'

been brief in order to comply with submission time restraints requested
by the Commission. Please contact me if you require more information
concerning this matter.

Sincerely,

John Deck III
Commander, U.S. Coast Guard
Nuclear Coordinator
Office of Merchant Marine Safety

,

9
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August 30, 1978
g

.

I

Mr. Monite Canfield, Jr.
Energy and Mate. ials Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
441 G Street, N.W. -

,

Washington, D.C. 20448

Dear Mr. Canfield: 1

I have recently received comments your staff made on our study for the
NRC entitled Imcact of Offshore Nuclear Generating Stations 'en Recreational
Behavior at Adjacent Coastal Sites. The criticisms reflect. ignorance of ,
well established generalizations in behavioral science and a lack of compre-
hension of the report itself.

Your summary of our. study creates an impression that only the " avoidance per-
centages" were derived through original data collection, and that the 7
reasons given for' adjusting the " avoidance" figures downward are little more -

than conjecture on our part. In fact certain of the reasons are documented
by evidence consistently produced by other investigations (which we cited i

elsewhere in the report), and other reasons for adjusting the " avoidance"
data were mandated by data collected as part of.the study itself. The
methods and results are discussed in detail in the report.

It is common knowledge among behavioral scientists that simplistic verbal ,

responses, even " intention-to-behave" responses, are unreliable when taken at i

face value. Such data must be interpreted and' adjusted in light of other
factors. Your staff seems unaware of such factors. Again, this literature

|

is cited in the report.
!

You object to our adjustments of the data on two general grounds: the adjust- |
rents are arbitrary and asy:rnetric. Clearly the adjustments are not arbitrary:- '

For every adjustment a justification is provided. Some of the adjustments
were dictated by facts established by previously published studies which we |

cited. Others were dictated by our own data collected with other sections of |
the questionnaires employed. To have neglected to take these findings into !

consideration in interpreting the'" avoidance" data would have been irresponsible. |
If other criteria for adjustment were not employed it was because we either- -|.

had no theoretical motivation for suspecting the criterion to have an effect ;

(and therefore collected no data on it) or were unaware of any literature |
~

indicating the critericn's significance. |
|

Your other point -- that no adjustments were"made to~ increase _ the avoide.nce )
I

figure '-- seems to suggest that such adjustments should have been made even
if they were not supported by data. You offer two more reasons for adjust-

~

~

1
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., Mr. Monte Canfield, Jr. 2- Aug ust ' 30, 1978 ]
.

i

ment.. The first is that "new" or "first time" tourists may be deterred in I

greater proportions than current tourists. There is no data to support such-
an inference, and you certainly. offer none. The only possible justification
.for such a consideration would be'that people who had not previously visited
the beach area would not be," captured" by the habitual nature of beach choice.

'

The " habit" adjustment is a minor one, and even without it our reduction
figure would stand. You will note that the information-integration tasks (which -
showed other' beach attributss to be.' overwhelmingly more important than proximity

,

to a FNP) employed hypothetical beaches. Thus, the habitual visitation phe'-
nomen was no a factor at all-in beach choices people were respohding to a ,|

hypothetical beach as if it would be their first trip. It is possible - .even
likely -- that a sizable portion of people considering'. visiting a beach area-

Ifor the 'first time would be unaware of a FNP nearby. .Thus, they may be less
affected than current visitors. The fact .is that there is no evidence that.
first time visitors would be affected more than current visitors; what little
data exists suggests.that they will be affected in about the same way as current
visitors.

The only other factor you mentioned was the tourism effect stemming from a major
accident at a FNP. ' We ourselves point out in the conclusions that an accident
at any nuclear plant could have an impact on tourism at beaches near an FNP;
our conclusions clearly state that they apply to present circumstances and that -
it is unknown what changes will occur over time. In any case, the only way
to take into account such an accident would be to construct an avoidance figure
for a totally separate scenario. "It would in no way affect the situation to

;,

which our figures pertain.

A representative of .your office telephoned me in the course of reviewing our
study and asked several questions to clarify uncertainties and reservations
he had.. 'None of the criticisms included in your report were inquired about
in the telephone conversation. I would have been nore than happy to discuss
the matters in great depth and offer our point of view.

Sincerely, '

h-
.

Earl J. Baker *

.~

Assistant Professor '

'
>

EJB jw
;.

.
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the protection of the general environ. wul be for AEC to famutarize the DA ply electrical energy into an aname elec.

ment from radlosctive maastal" and all with the scope of AECinspections. trtcat load network.
functions of the FederalRad'ation Coun- 4. EPA win advise and obtain AEC 2. statuton sackground. a. yas United

cil were transferred to the Administra- commente prior to the publication of states coast Guard $ stoa. The United
8'*'** er es c jtor of EPA. The President's message to data relating to discharges from AEC. ,,q, and r re g

the Congress upon transmitting Reor. Ucensed facilities and the results of of the UJ. code stactudag but not limited
sanization plans to estabush DA and these programs. to 4e Us.c. se2. 406-412. 43s. 222. and s?2)
NOAA stated that "AEC would retain 5. EPA win furnish technical advice is authertsed to regulate the design and
responsibility for the implementation and assistance to AEC upon request on construction. the inspecuan, and the tasu.

and enforcement of radiation standards discharges to the envircnment from ance et certmcates or inspection to seagome
through its licensing authority." In order AEC.ucensed faciuties. barges admeasurms to grestar than 100 gross
to Ax an appropriate interface of '.no re- 6. Nothing in this Memorandum of tons. In accordance with the pronstons of es

spective functions of the two agencies, to Understandict, or any activities con. U24. a a seg. and mgutan es usued pur-

further faciutate their useful coopera- ducted hereunder, shan be construed as 7d*u*n" ?" ' '*

d pressune e
tion, and to avoid unnecassary duplica. precedent for, or as recognizing, ant anachmery, electnsat apparatus, equipment,
tion with regard to AEC.Ucensed faciu. authority of DA to dupucate or super. and =aning
ties, the AEC and EPA agree as fonows: vise inspection activities of the AEC. Au barges admeasuring to greater than 180

1. AEC.11 censed facilities are subject For the United S'.ates Atomic Energy grose tons are requared to obtain a load une
through AEC licensing authority and re. Commission. eenmente tema by the American Bunau oC

der es Uquirements to DA's generaHy applicable Writ.zaar O. Dotra, gm or the,Umg a
environmental radiation standards, as Commissierter,

or pum m me Uma swa m anomer pn
denned in Esorganization Plan No. 3 og Acoust 27, 1973. or pace a the Unaud am metuamg. bus
1970. AEC will taks appropriate action For the United States Environmental nos umited to. procuding from a fabrication
to assure that AEC ucensed faciuties are Protection Agency. b w'*here Nst aa

gnswd
operated in such a mannae that routine CatasLas 1ttrms. De permanency ettuated.
radioactive discharges therefrom do not Acting Assistant administrator The UA.c.o. under te Us.c. 4et is au.
exceed generany applicable environmen- for Kasardous Katerials Control. thortand to mguiste seagoing barges with

tal stan 1ards established by DA. outside respect to en tirosarms, amagatag and

the site boundary, for the protection of AccusT 21. 1973. moorme equipment and ouge systems, and
under 33 Us.cA issus) the carrytag or

the general enviroriment from radioac."

installation of electronia or other devices.tin material * The UJ.C.O. under 33 UJ.C.A.1221(7) is
2. The AEC and the DA win jointly authorued to prescribe satecy equipment

undertake and carry out arrangements requirements for structures in, on. or on the
for special studies for the purpose of ob- 39 FR 2124 land tamediately adjseens to the nattgabte
tatning necessary information for estab. Published 1/17/74 **ters of the Umtad states and for protec.

11shing senernur applicable environmen. tion systems tavolving structures. meluding,
**** I"****"*tal standards for the protection of the AEC.UCENSED FAC1UTIES ""' *** "'"** "'e'e'*n*(*ted s"tates. In addt.sable waten at thgeneral environment from radioactive ed a na

material discharged from AEC-licensed Memorandum of Understanding gn, an
facilities. For example, the AEC will sup. The United States Coast Guard wtta ushes and other signals as required br
ply to EPA AEC data and wiu use its best (USCG) and the Atomic Energy Com- the UJ.c.o. under W U2.c.1s. staharty,
esorts to supply reasonably obtainable mission (AEC) both have responsibuities under 14 U2.c. es, no aids to navigassoa may
Ucensee data, relevant to radioactive ei- for the regulation of safety and protec. be meantished maps as authorned by the
Suents and the generation of pathway tion of the environment from efects of UJ C4-

T8* U d # #'***"I'** D'**d **"A*"'T "*models. The AEC wtB also participate construction and operation of Rosting
and will take appropriate action to ar* nuclear power plants..To avoid the du. Ej,,'7*YE,",: m ta1Yr tItton t$'

range for its licensees to participate, as plication of efort implicit Ln this ccm- the nartgable, waters of the United states
may be necessary, in providing data on mon responsibiHty, and to take best ad- under the Ports and waterways safety Act,
releases and concurrent meteorological vantage of the capsbulties of both agen. 33 Us.c.a.1221 es. seq.
data in support of EPA fleid measure * cies. USCG and AEC han executed a The Us.c.O. resuistes the tranater. stow-
ments and special studies such as path- 3&emorsadum of Understanding for Reg- Se' ""eng, discharge and dumping of ost,

En Nu& R D us c s undf a li es. e El vo text of the memorandum is set forth gs coin. 3 .t UJ .a.122
mire the number of separate typical fa.
eilities on which Seld measurements will O W- UE.C.191. In addttten. the U.s.c.O. regulates
be needed in establishing. pathwaT Memorandum of Understanding Between the installation at marine saattation devices

, models. the United States Coast Guard and the nocard sengetng barges . under 33 U.s.cA
I 3. It is agreed that DA may accom- United States Atomic Energy Commis- '322.

.

pany AEC inspectors on AEC inspections sion for Regulation of Floating Nuclear The UE.c.o. is required by the trational

of AEC llcensed facilities for the pur- Power Plants Environmental Pottcy Act prI:PA) to ton-
'* * "

'[*''A1,, sct1[n which itpose of becoming informed on how li- 1. purpose. For the purpose of coord!- es-censees conform with genersHy applica* naung and implementing consistent and b. The Efntisd States Atomic ansvy Com-ble environme ital standards. Such ac* comprehensive requirements to mas ts tre misse Wmd. Under 42 UJ4. Chap." companiment may, at the discretion of safety with respect to the design tabrics-
IPA. be on either announced or unan- tion construction and operatten of Sosttag [g,3 [[88**d g g o Q pur-

gg g
nounced AEC inspections. It is antici, nuet-sr power plants. to minwuze the pos- ticense and reguiste the manufacture. Con-state adverse enetrommental tmpact of suchpated that up to 5 such accompaniments struccon and operation of atomic energy

ants. and "may be made Ln FY 1974. EPA will de= 8'*""#***" **d "'1II***I'" I'# U'!'' ## * ""*gp bw o ucy sty n.
standpoint M the ammon dehnse and so.termine those inspections on which it quinments apptled to such plants. the cunty and the pum hann and sahtn Inwishes to accompany AEC. The Srst step United states Coast Guard (UJ.C.O.) and

Othe United states Atomic Energy Comm3 n t 10 d
ston (U.S.A.F C.) do heremy agree- subjxt to C21 et. seq., the UJAZ.C. :s nqu'. red as '.endtheir respective statutory authorttles de-

'8 ** U " E " E *" '" '" * * * * * '* E *"t The word " standards.* as used herein, below-as indicated herein. a
'

~

has the same meanin( as in Reorgan12stion s.c.nbed * * 8oatta8 nuclear ? wer plant" is deined Se actions. the erects on ene quality of the'bn-
*

.

Ptsn No. 3 of 1970, sa fr.ilaws: " standards
man eWommt CauaM DT the mandac.tnean ilmtta on rentation setmourt or levels.

I
* ggg gg M. ConsWhn and opMon of 6uchnr Concent*3ttons or quantit%*9 of radioactive

at a unt salpyard NW. Wn meq plants,-aterts!. in the genersi envimament outside to a $1ed posttton wnere it !s Malled Sad No person 247 operate *be contrMs or dj-h.e boundartes oflocatioGs under the Ctrat?ot i

=="4 aue"*' ru" * *"'d "".o"su"p'= "et tu emcoa or tu c:==s or * =uemt
oc t,,nou. po m w ng or ..c ss n aicac m e 18 ts or*futed as a fCating t&C'11ty * poWar plant Titnout ".rst ns7 tag teen asued.
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an operator's license try tb3 U.5AIC. pur. gtnists' ( AE1.:E) Ucuar and Pressure TcM Commandant. CA AG.
suant to 42 UA.C.212'L Code, plant structures, buildings and foun* d. Attendance at Neartnps. Each agency

3. Agency Jtesnnss3:11 ties, a, Gent.a! Ar. dations, plus an other systems contaming agrees to turn.tsh representatives, as needed,regr-ntnis. Tbo U A ALC. wu! serve as radiosettve materials and tse systems and to attend heartngs and other proceedinge
"Imad Agency" in the licensutg. Permitting, subsystems needed to control and activate related to matters covered in this hiemoran.certd:stion, and inspection of Scating nu. such systems. dum of Understanding and to present their
clest power pla: 's *r.ng their construction. The USAIC. reviews wn! be based on do. agency position on any such mattere.
operation, relicensing. racertiacatica, alters. algt requirements and guides presented in: e. Public Information. Au correspondense

|tion, repair, decommissioning. or other ac. (1) Title 10. Chapter 1. Code of Pederal between UA.C.O. alone and the apptionsrt,
tirtties involving the statutory responsthul. Regulations. and other documents addreened to theties of both agencies. (2) The UA.AIC. " Standard Format and UA.C.O. alone relating solely to matters of

T.scept as prJvided for in Field Working Content of Safety Anssysis Reports for Nu. UAAO primary responsibuity as spectaed
Agreements. and for enforcement actions be. clost Power Plants." in Appendiz "B" shan be sub}ect to UA.C.O.Iow, a!! written communications of UAAO. (3) UA.AAA Regulatory Outdes. regulattoms implementing the Freedom of
to and from a lleense applicant or licensee of Appendit "A" contains a ust of areas of Informmtaon Act.5 UAA &&2. An other docu.such plante relating to such matters. wu! be prunary interest to. and within the primary ments and information tranam1* sed in ac.transmitted through the CAAAC. Director review and inspection responsibultles of cordance with this memorandum of under..

or merulation or his designee. In particular. UAAAC. which have been identiaed by the standing win be subject to UEAAC. regula.
any actions requiring partla! or complete UALO. as thoes in which UAAO. also has tions implementing that act,
ebutdown of the nuclear power plant or an interest. Each item 1s further cleastSed 4. Schedule of 1.icenses. Permite, and
changes from the design and operating con. as to whether UA.C.O. win accept the Cert 1Scations. a. DJ A.C.itcasa to Mass.dations approved within the terms of this UAA2A review and inspection without facture. The UA.AAC. may lasue a licenas to .

memorandum of understanding wul be trans. further action by UAAO. (Colutan 1). or manufacture one sr more Sosting nuclear I

mitted through the UAAAC. Darector of whether the UAAG. will conduct a separate power plants at a given tannufacturing site
Regulation or his designee. rettew of its own for matters of barge and pursuant to 42 UAA S132. The UAA2A

Pursuant to the provisions of this agree. maritime safety (Column 2). may issue a license to manufacture on the
ment. the UAAAC. may issue manufactur. The CAAG. reviews wiu be based on 48 baals of. among other things, the design and
ing Incenses, construction permita, and op. CFR 33 CFR. and UA.C.O. nattsstion and other information submitted by the app!!.
ersting licennes whue the UAAG. may tasue vesselinspection circulars. cant in accordance with the provisions of 10
load 11ae cert 1Acates (through the American Appendiz "B" contains a hat of areas of Cy'R. Prior to issuance of a incense to manu.'
Bureau of Shipping). cert 1Scates of inspec. primary interest to, and within the primary facture, the UA C.O. wC1 write a letter of
tion. and amendments to certtacates of in. rettaw and inspection responstbD.ities of the acceptance to UA.AIC. indicating UAAG.
Spection. Except with respect to any actions UA.C.O which have been ident18ed by the satisfaction with the preliminary design in.
Mquiring partial or complete shutdown of UAAIC. as thoes in which UAAAC. also formation involving the review areas spect.
the nuclest power plant or changes from the has an interest. Each item is further class 1* Sed in Apoendiz "B". Column 1 and Ap.
des:rn and operating conditions approved by Sed as to whether UA.AIC. wul accept the pendiz "A". Column 2.
ettbar agency. each agency will separately CA CO. review and inspection without The UAAAC. wiu. Prior to issuance of aenforce the conditions of the permits. II. further action ,by UAA.EA (Column 1) or Deense to* manufacture Sosting nuclest
conses. and cert 12 cates which it lasues and whether the UAAIC. will conduct a sep* power plants. perf orm a nuclear safety evalu.
pertinent regulations or orders tasued by the trate review of its own for mattere of redlo* ation of the preliminary plant design and
igency. Enforcement as used in this memo. logical and nuclear power plant safety wg1 prepare ' an environmental statement
randum of understanding. means the discot. (Column 2). pursuant to NEPA that discusses the e8ectstry of a violation of law or the conditions of c. f aepections. (1) New C3nstruction. Its* of the manufacture of the Sosting nuclear
a cert 1Sostion or 11conas, the issuance of a sept as otherwise provided Aar under Pleld power plants on the environment si the
notlos of violation, and subseq. sears actions Working Agreementa. n!! inspection activittas place of manufacture and. in general terms,for the imposition of sanettons. of the UAAAC. and the UAAG. will be co. the antscapsted streets on the ocean environ.

To the extent practteable esch agency wul ordinated by the appropriate UAMA Re* ment at one or more typical sites where such.

cc mult fuur with W other with respect to gional OScots). a plant might eventuaDy be loosted. The
any enforcement action ecocerning matters The UA.A.EA and the UACO. wS1 eser* environmental statement will be based on,
which are the subject of this memorandum case the same respons!bilttles with respect to among other things. information given in an
cf understanding. Copies of all correspond. inspections as they esercise with respect to environmental report submitted by the 11
enee and other documente relating to such technica! rettew of plant design. The UA.C.O. conse applicant. including the generic con.
enforcement action win be furnished to the win advise the UAAAC. of any special in* siderstlosa of the environmental impact 2f 1)
other agency on a timely basis. spection requiremente related to the items construction at the typical operating sites. 2) '

The UAAIC. and the U.SAQ. wiu exer. of Appendiz "A". The UAAAC. will advise the movement of the plant to the sites.3) its
clae the functions described in this agree.

the UACO of any special inspection v'a* permanent emplacement. 4) operation for ament so as to avoid duplication of reguistion quirements related to the items of Appendi gtven 11fetime. and 5) the subsequent decom.
to the maximum artent consistent with their "B". misaloning of the plant.respective statutory obl.ystions, public Either agency may request inspection as* b UJAEg ggie conegruction permit. The
health and safety, and environmental pro. sistance from the other agency, subject to UAA2A may tasue permite to utultles de.tection. To this end each agency may use the conditions of Section 8. Procedures * string to construct and operate a nuclearpersonnel, facilities, advice, and information below, power plant at an ocean site prior to coroaprovided by the other agency for the pur. (2) Continuing Jntpecidos and Reinepec* mencement of construction of a breakwaterpose of carrying out its responsibilities, tion af site. Areas of responsintury ahan be or other appurtenant faentties at the pro.,

The UAAAC. wiu have the primtry re. as described for new construction and in AP* posed site. Such a permit will not be issuedt

sponst*J111ty for conducting the environmen. pendices "A" and "B". before a lleense to manufacture sosting*

tal impact rerlows and preparing the envi- (3) Field W'orking Agreements. The cog * nuclear power planta has been issued. Therommental statements required by NEPe..The sisant U.5AIC. Regional Director and th* UAAIC. wul prepare an environmental 1

UA C.O. wul participate in the preparation corntshnt USAO. 02cer.in. Charge. Marine statement. before such a construction permitcf the envirtnmenta11mpact statament with Inapection, or Captain of the Port will de* to issued, that discusses the environmental,

' respect to Item 2 of Appendiz "3" and other volop local working agreements as necessary egocts of construction and operation of the
appropriate items that may be agreed upon. relating to matters of concern to both agen* plant at the proposed site. and wiu evaluatein settition, the UA.C.O. win review the en=' clas not spec 1Acally referenced in this mem* the safety of the construction a.nd opetstionvironmental trapact statement med comment orandum and to the implementation of mat * of a nuclear plant manufactured pursuant toen other areas within its regulatory jurledic* ters so referenced involving both initial 1S* Se relevant manufacturing !!aense. This sitetion and in which the UIC.O. has special eensing and sortineation and periodic fol* constmetion permit will be lasued on the '

,

espertise, as required by xzPA. lowing actions. It is the intent of the bests of. among otner things, the design and
j b. TecanscM Aerteie of Plant besign. The UAAG. and the USA 2A that these work * Other ibformation presented by the appu.U.S AIC. wiu esercise responalhulty for the tag agreesnents win be used to provide a emat in accordance with T10e 10. Chapter 1,

teview of an mattere related to radiologice2 ameans by which the dt!!erent Sold organisa* Code of Federal Reguistions. Before any stiehealth and safety, including nuclear power tions and procedures of the agencies wiu be construction pertnat .ns issued. UACO. wulplant safety, and to protectice of the en= accommodated. Such an accommodation is write a letter of receptance to UAA2A
vironment. The UAAO. wu! esercise 70= essential to the orderly and egective imple* Indicating UAAQ. satisfaction with the sitei

. spot. stb 111ty fot review of mattare related to mentation of this memorandum. preliminary desigh tafortnation within the .
tDe safe design and construction of the barre. All worting agreemente shall be reduced review responsibilities epectaed in Appendisto maritime safety, and to the protection of to writing, and copies shall be transmitted "A". Column 2. and Appendiz "B". Column 1. "

the martne environment. to the UAA2A Director of Regulation and c. U. GAG. Certificare of Jaspection. Early' The USAIC. win review the design of all the UACO. Commancant for tattacation. in the manufacture of each plant. a formalPMamte Meneas and ptptog essential to raa In a11 cases, coptes of currespondence with application for inspection will be made by
,

dinlogical safety. Inclucing all structurve. the applicant or 11eenace on matters covered the manufacturer to the UA.C.Q. for eacnsupports. and systems covered by Section III by this arveement shall be sent to the flesting nuclear power plant. Prior to the dea
| . of the American Society of blecnani:s1 En- U.8AZA Director of Regulation and the parture of each barge fnm the manufsenta

j Apnl 30.1975 wJ4
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tr:g site, bb?r tfM la.f ihn t,f the Darre the U.S C O. and the U 8 A t.C. If any ques. 17 wm tuth m:aw. ca sinho se - v
Snd eqtJ!!, ".ent tr. a--ura co:*.pMa!.*;e with tions cannot be rel4he'f) at the e levels, they of U sptc am I ct rtutta tv.rittiv- u.*;.

I E8 II IA *@ NM * * * #app!! & e frgulC t erJ, !!.clu1&r.r fnst flot will be considered an dire.:t communicartens p're" ureslim 1Let tes tne ar%.1135 f.f h load between the Director of Recu1Afton, of t'oth the C 5 A B C. 4 ; 1 is+

time L. fttDeste, LaJ t,een CW ',le ted to U.SA.E.C and the CerrJnandant. U.S.C.O. U'S C O. could retuit in delav tm:1 ctiste. * me.
the satufactiota of tne UA.C.O. 01.v:ords- d. Coordinstion of Inspeettons. In matters nkt tba* '#
Charge. Marine Inupection (OC:. tis. a cer. of Seid inspections, the cognizant U.5AIC. r

view or t w et M rn ponsmtuty <,f t.aet;0caLe of inspectarA WM1 be l'.r.ut;l by the Restonal Director (s) and the cogntmant
ar etc'y is to be 1Drt>vcM.1 or ret 4*A e d t,f * neU.s C.O. Prior to the i.e.uance of this eer. Us.C o. 0"acer.tn. Charge us,rtne inspec*
ether, only the drawines and ii.c.m noeu.tiheate, the U.5A.t C. Regulatory enc will tions. or Captain of the Port win be the con *

wrtte a letter of acceptarice to UIC.0, Indl. tact points for routtne matters. Any questions mentation required by the arst *rct:. I ut! ce
cattog UJAAC. sat'cf act:en with tne syk which cannot be resolved at this level win be required of the lleensee or apptrant It. ddi.

.

tems and equip =ent involved La the re. . referord to the Chief. Merchant vesse! In* tion, the inspection standards c.nd proce tures.
view areas spectaet La appendiz "A".Columa spection Dittston. 0" Ice of hierchant Marine of the Srst agency win norma 21I apply
1, and Appendiz "T*. Colums 2. Safety. U.S.C.G and the Deputy Director for f. Oews! NdtneHon. N any rwten

d. U1AE.C. Cperating Licenas and Ptold Operations. Regulatory Operations, with respect to specise licenung and cerna.
U.S.C.O. CertUteate of faspectics (Nuclear UIAAC. Any questions that cannot be re. case amities y SoaW nest posu
Fessel). At the operatics site, prior to the solved at thle level vut be referred to the Planta mtutring continuing lint.o i between ,,
fue1 Lag of the resetor, the barge wt!! be in. Commandant. UIC.G and the Director of Abe UIC.O. and the UJALC., inGatng |spected by the OCSC. When compitance with Regulation. US AIC. matters other than those spectScally detailed j
applicable regulatione is assured, the e. Avoidance of Duplicatitir Procedures and above, and for resolving contdination prob.

j

U.S.C.O. win amend the ettsting cert!$cate Documentation. With roepeet to reviews and lems at au levels, the contact pointa wm h 4

of Inspection or lasue a new one on the Sost. taspections in the areas !centtSed in this the Deputy Director cf Licensing for Reactor l
tog nuclear power plant. Prior to this certiS. memorandum of understanding, and eepecial. Projects.' Reguistton. UEAIC and the '

cation or arnendment action, the USAIC.
Regulatory staf , will write a letter of ac.
eeptance to the U.S.C.O. indicating its satis. 3,, 3
faction with the systems and equipnient in. assrs or ra:M As1 t'.3.4 E.r. REvige aten User CT!oN BseroNAnlu.rrms WM1s 0.3.C.Q. savitw INrt t to
volved La the rettew areas spec 1 Sed in U.s.a.s.c.
Appendiz "A". Column 1

F9110wLng or concurrent with the above. Cbl. f Cat. :
and after acy requisite pubite bearings have U.S.C.O. ee.

M CJ.C.C. t no i rmhe'w. 4.
"$,pa''u,m jte

been held, a fact 11ty operating license may be anissued by the U.SAAC. pursuant to 42 U3.C. in c en by
2183 and 2236. Prtor to euch laauscce. the U.S.A.E.C.
U.S.C.G. win write a letter to t!'e UIA1C.
Indicating U I C.O. satisfactson with the A1. E rslandens (2.2.3) s.... . .. ....... . . ..... ........ xerstema and equipment involved in the re. A2. Deman of Carneury 1 strwtures i3.s)............. .. x.

view areas spectaed in Appendis"B" Column Aa. Meenanical Sntems and Corsponenta (3.91........... x
1. Prior to these scuona. manning regr.re. N Ens nErNeevEntse ".'*.l*'8 8. . . }se.

* 8 " 's
mente for the safe operation of the nuclear A 6. Ocatte Power fynems (8J)... ................ .. X Renuirements of I E F. E . p ..:.4 4(
power plant shall be sa determined bT the

CF A,.Sutecauwr J. :U.S.A1C. and *han troude the tasuance of PO'er IG9937 Fwders (8.3.1.1f1)L.. ........... .... x r)
2 x D*n.e.uarr resetor operatan itcenne. Add 1 Tf,'g**= a" =* * *=ro"= 8a= =a

uonai pomonnel ac.nsing and certi$ eating. to,e,ee eu . 3,t..es ,e,, .ad so e,et, x D
and manning requirements to amure saf. neie d s-e m.
machinery ' operation and the asfety of the Egmpment Capactues (7)........................ . X De.
barge and au personnel in the marine enti. AT. Instramentatten and Coetrol Systems for the Ap- X De.s
ronment shall be spectSed by the U.S.C.O. gyPgerg,ma esta tne Aamsned Power

6. Procedures. a. Correspottdence. Except AL Elastrie Ctremt rroteetles Systems Noteert (e.g. X De.e
as provided for in Fleid Working Agreements, setecuve moi, taetuding settirw Crttate all).
the fonowing win be promptly transmitted Items beier are ander aM. of SAR Tormat aims, but are
by the UA.AIC. Director of Regulation or g[, ,bermi ,L

em e
ser X Da3his designee: all oscial UJAlc. notices to power <e),

ucenae appticans. or lices.eee. tasuance. of coouns n. ne.une ,r..,ms c.>..... . ......... x Do..
Itcensee. certtacations frcm the UJ.C.Q. A10. lastrumentauon and esotrol systems with assigned X Do.s
epectaed La this memorandum, au corre. gg,,, gerTeafs$1J et SAR rarinas alsa. but are
spondence to license app!!canta of licensees onsbered as itsted so pese s.3 4:
perta.tning to licenstcg and certiacation re. A11. asoner use, motor sterung torque, sad motor fasela. X Do.8

J 1 C. w pro T fer% 6 the "' ''
i e ters

U.S.C.O. copies of correspondence with the A13. Ele X De.siii. or.ctrical areust prote.ction t:3. . - .

ncine reonireme is iei ... ........ . x Deap,ueant and othe, i oeuments.

NIN *"uds 'as meNr$1".I * *[ * N A
8b. Stabmittels and Drstatstas. Under

Alf. Canie touuna to congestad areas saa uress el."*""*oC sUJAIC. regulations in 10 CF14 Part 60. beaulo X
the appucant wul be required to submit de= environment (21
sign informatisa for the entire Sosting nu. A18. Ftro deseeuen and protestles la areas where embles X

eg"md,,iA1,.A,aes,rt,s.n.dm,,reaemwe,,,,.du......,elar pow., erstem, for which seapsm. , , , , , , , , , , _ . . xcontent and format are d wersned in . re ndaas x Rewrements of trez.ts and a
arpe 3"/***"*"i, 34,e cro.w s.n. te.ns rumm.

UsAlc. "standa d Formas and contens x
of streer Analr= Rep == for =c.isar Power m ri iseu sia m s .-.- x Do.

m rani ceers.n<. t .n a.mais.- in addman. for the e 3est are nun rne, men... x
described in Appendts "B" the appucaps wiu A23. Dicest Generstar Tues ou Storage Trnasfer i....... Xrstem
de required to suemit drawings and design 13,ogg4|$,,,,,,,e,,,,,,,,,,,,,,33,,,,,_, ,
juatt$ cations fouoving the format and pro *

A23. Di. met Ge.n,erator s,,ta,tu,ne.s.rstern,.is4.s)... .
ng xcedo,es re,uired b, tne UzC.o. Appendi A2s. u in sie su o iio2 x. . .

"B" submittata, by UAC.O. standards, wul Ar. Ra.tacacute Weste Martaaetsent (11.01.. x
be required to include suscient destgu tn. A2s. Qggp' ultaments far Nueaser h......b Xeats .

formation to deecrime interface details be-
tween UJ A.E.C. and .3.C.O. rertews. a %,3,,,%,,,[,,wmme___ x

43g, g , , , ,,

' c, Coordinetton of Atnetts. In routtne a. Cout.non aarneraTate Attenuater (e.g, bruna. X
matters reltting to rettew of .lfense a

b. ! 5fswa. .. ;4 t*5C G will rar.het reese tr.d u.rpe.cations. the Nuclear Coordinator. ggc noo W ama satecap".m W tuMereaant Marine Safety, wt11 he the contact synam.
within the C 3.C.O and tte designated
1.1 censing Pf3}et. Manager. Direttora

rettson 1. C..e.13s -standard rormat and Coet.at et seter, Anarsia x,: rar suee:., Pe. ,. Ator.le EEarry Cemmsmen. Ctre tar of Reetscon. CS A EC r.as tots rest.,r.r:fuatv Mr -I Refereceo e. . v.o uI,.ltenring. will be the Contact pom ,
the UJA1C. Any Mesttor.s whhch Cannot ths d$ru=*131. "U.e FQCiect areas ideC*.U!ad 33 AppeQc|.s A IDOSLe oL7 tMee hrthf if.81 II'#

suWeu contal3ed !S, rest a pamanis treos3 re.olted at th'.s tetet nu de rsterred to esc o hns eoine i=t
!!.termediate 14Tels of manaEg=.,ggs within I Appgasst may apper for salartate or equ1TMect equipmefit or m&&etta.s la escorh4 W. "d**M * W 7 .

Proceoures
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- Chaf. fit h.aht fie rthe *!"er!.'ut al *D *.t.a'.e.. . b? the Other a.Pur) ps'rttttting to rettet thd .this memirutdum be construed me medaltanr
C.'lC O For :s matteri uther tnan rieu.c in+ermn retnit:ea wt. ten arr to be c<er''.i- thusttttng authirttr e:f ritatt agency
13Ceri.ir * anO c'.r!!!I **4W.n m'.tn ttiva f or tyr.' . riated EsCn as"Enf"/ Will Fue prior 31Y lu ktf"" 7. List of Appegsggges,
tif' rau".. ear Power pidHI:.. tr.e Coritact pOant. Sni! the airted schedule 1 and will heCp 't'e
til!! be !*.se Dire *t'sr est Oe. verr.m*Bt LIA4.4h. other af.enCy advited of prr olfmA %has;h arr . Appetidts "A", Areas of Primary CE A E c

Revte sr and Intpoetton Respona&buttie.U S.A E C and thr f't. set. Merenant Mr.rtrie . jeopardtaartg schedules, where coordination n with U.S.C.O. Review input to U A.AIC.
Technteal Dtttaion U M C c. required.

g. Schedule of Acewtra and Inspections in h. Amendment of Apriendices. Appefaaaves Appendix "3". Areas of Primary USC.O Me.
Ors;r to CoorGabate th..)Rftlen me.d reflew ol ' "A" and "S'* may be amended by emensstre of .- view and inspeettori Responsibilltten with
all tetivities and efuctently tasplement res- letters between the Director of Regulessor USAIC. Rettew Input to U S.C.O

. untory requirements, each acency vrtu adetae USAIC and Commandant.USC.O.
UAlfdI ESOUSIT 4.1074*the other of r.s nebesulci for secomplisntae e. Other Leits and Messers, Mothing in th>

. revtews and inspections required for the vart* memorandum of understen sing small be I, M.MUntzusc
ousIteensing corstheatton.and reeerstacasico deemed to restrtet. modtfr. or otherrtee ttati' N * t # / Re M at2 % U* M *I C*actions described in Luis memoranduat. the application or enforcement of any laws of
White applicable, thet.e schedules etlt be In* the United States with respect to matters pgged. J&nuary 4.1974* *

'

corporatete into the UA AIC. licensing prop specalled herttu, nor the application er en.
. ect schedule. Reprasentatives of each agenc7 forcement of such laws to matters other than C. R. Bessmen.
will be inetted to coordination meettags held those spectaed hereta, not shalt anything tr* . Commettdettti U.1C.G

o

Artsxsts 3
|Asgas et ratid AST TJ.C.G. &&vtair &XD UrarECT!cM DEstofisitarfftJ slvbl t*.s 4.E.C. Ettt3w !NrCT fo C.s.g.G.

cat cAs
P C.S. A.E.C. -

accepts U.S.Alc. separa*e review for -
Scbjeet area e9fectete redseisstens salent edest

tevate and
inssieeuen by
. h.S.C.G.

,
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M*e*"Eyv. ass **Ld"aUs*f.'"$n'd
*

et
ete.t..

A Buu Related Electrinal Statesa. (Blige. Tria
, Pumps ele.n.

' s. Ersernenet E'.eetneel fyrtera (L!shttet. Gee. .
staser. hre Detecuoa. Ilunt Isanage Detee.
tien and einer nsaa Loadss. . Emertener plan requirsenents lur

d. Iniener Ceaununtentton. redhelogical sasideele.e. Ship to Abere Communicatten.
L Cesnedle Protocuse.
g. Cable seiseuen.
h. Ctreutt Proteerles. '

'd DaE1'oEs"[stIs''[nE[$o*iN[d re's"ada. On
ialeru.irds

A Weste Dupand th'oo Ratoective),
s. Deineous w ster and dunory arstent.

Bt. Ilotters and Evaperstars other tasa ASME 3*eues x Ititerfere with see. If! systems toes.
uso and arransevaant app 67 tag to

.lu. - haga energy laae ladere.

54. Piping lestems end Pressure t*eene'J Plant.Reisted x '

syster.as LComplete t.suna s).
a. Flaatstause and Tomas Ues and Cryogenes 97

stems. "

b. Butt Chemient f rstems.s. Non.Emnust Coout.g Water fysters (Raw Interisco with containment jenetra.
and 6*cvien. Uous,d. fwvice Aar fynoms.

e Jire 4 totection ey= tem
f. Ilesuns boiar steam nJ Teodwater Systems.

Bul).R,al.ned avstems.a. % msnere.ca Ornanas, $rstem.
h. Platform t>eninsee erstem.
s. Ptatfor ft inm system.
4. Tues ou btorage and dystems.

x'58. 9troetutal TLre Proteedon . .... . x Re.tutrements a# neaded for Casesory I

14 HnAA.l....d6tder.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . structurse.

a. l uu
b. toe:u streeth,
e. Maculuery Foundailons.
St. Moortner k vunil.ainoum 3

e, htattriuna.
L %dtare Altetrnme.
g. weidaur,
h Ptatality.

subdivinen.
% shrstiou Analyns. X Idaadton auJ artmes ineeM sirplyling te

17. Arrhrw.'nients . ....... .... ..... .. . .. riusase proteeuen and tuna enerry..

n. Persoonal Aesvtsedausos. Rae fatture. Ernsteeney plast FMeste=
b. fortner Aree. swina ser r.ndsolagws4 auesdents.
e. Means of Eacure. Fire Ertts,
4. Iloppual 6pate.
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ea.
6.1 uenaving Eiiwment.
a. Carse ticar eesrupt fuel handitos esquipameno.
4. Dear Raps. M.eutnery Ouards.
en Towtrur Eauspuneet. (Auruers. Cherks. Fre. '

cedur**. ete. 4. . x
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'***"'ENA . E
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I

6 Theae are the anty D. ant.comted mechneural syste rJ
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